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Logistic Support Architecture with Petri Net 
Design in Cloud Environment for Services 

and Profit Optimization 
Fuu-Cheng Jiang, Member, IEEE, Ching-Hsien Hsu*, Senior Member, IEEE and Shangguang 

Wang, Member IEEE 

Abstract—Cloud computing refers to both the applications delivered as services over the Internet and hardware and system software in the 

cloud server farm that provides those services. The research on server backup of cloud server farm appears to be an important issue of cloud 

computing economics. Optimal logistic policy should be considered to be a profit-oriented framework simultaneously for providing qualified 

service to cloud users while the whole cloud center is under construction. The kernel point of the proposed approach is that a novel design 

pattern is developed for approaching optimal profit on logistics using the finite-source queuing theory. To model the proposed approach for 

qualitative analysis, a Petri Net model was developed to configure all relevant system aspects in a concise fashion. On quantitative work, a 

comprehensive mathematical analysis on profit pattern has been made in detail. Relevant simulations have also been conducted to validate 

the proposed optimization model. The design illustration is presented to demonstrate engineering application scenario in cloud environment, 

hence the proposed approach indeed provides a feasibly profit-oriented framework to meet logistic economy.  

 

Index Terms—cloud computing, Petri Nets, logistic support, profit optimization. 

———————————————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

 LOUD has emerged to be as alternative to conventional 

office-based computing environment. The promise of 

cloud computing (CC) is to deliver all the functionality of 

existing information technology (IT) services even as it 

dramatically reduces the upfront costs of computing that 

deter many organizations from deploying many cutting-edge 

IT services [1~3]. It implies an economical developing mod-

el that engineers or developers no longer require the large 

capital outlays in hardware to deploy their service or the 

administrational expense to keep the service steadily. With 

the ever-increasing popularity of the cloud platform, re-

source management attracts more attention from biology, 

medicine, engineering and social science [4] [5]. 

     To mitigate unavoidable impact from the failures of servers 

in operation, a novel logistic framework to optimize the profit 

gained by cloud providers in terms of designing the spare 

profile for the server farm. On the balance of profit and cost, 

the logistic expense would drive the profit to the negative side 

although it can make the profit income more stably by main-

taining service quality in good condition. Even more, any 

cloud provider with excellent reputation of service quality 

may attract more potential cloud users for profit. To explore 

the tradeoff study on them, the proposed optimization tech-

nique may provide the cloud expert with deployment scheme 

on the number of spare servers in case of server failure for 

profit optimization.  

 
1.2 Contribution Profile  

     This novel idea in the proposed logistic support architec-

ture (LSA) is originated from the theory of finite source queue 

(FSQ) model [6] [7]. At some pre-configured period, there 

exists a finite quantity of online (operating) servers to provide 

cloud service under contract-based commitment for cloud 

customers. On application modeling, such finite quantity of 

online servers can be regarded as the term: “finite source” in 

the FSQ model of queuing theory. The standby concept is the 

basic scheme to maintain operation with regulated service 

quality even when some components fail. The proposed sys-

tem architecture consists of three subsystems: online subsys-

tem, spares subsystem, and repair facility. The numbers of 

servers in the online subsystem are deployed according to 

service quality requirements. Whenever one of online servers 

fails, it is immediately replaced by a standby server in the 

spares subsystem and the failed server is delivered to the re-

pair facility as well.  

     The design goal for this work is to explore the issue: On 

the profit-based logistics, how many standby servers in the 

spares subsystem would be optimal if a certain level of the 
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server availability is kept? To explore the tradeoff study on 

them, the proposed optimization technique may provide the 

cloud expert with decision support on the number of spare 

servers. The key contributions of this paper are threefold: (1) 

this work provides cloud administrator with a feasible logistic 

framework to optimize the profit improvement. On manage-

ment aspect, the proposed system can be adopted to be a 

decision-making methodology approaching predictive man-

agement other than reactive or chaotic management. (2) On 

qualitative study, a Petri Net is developed and designed to 

visualize the whole system operational flow. On quantitative 

aspect, M/M/1 FSQ with spares models has been newly de-

rived and relevant system metrics has been established in a 

brand-new manner. (3) On verification aspect, relevant exper-

imental results are conducted and obtained in terms of three 

different warm-standby configurations. The simulated results 

indicate that the proposed approach may provide a feasible 

decision support for deployment on quantities of standby 

servers. 

     The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 

describes related work and the motivation behind this re-

search. To demonstrate the logistic framework qualitatively, 

an FSQ theory is adopted and designed using Petri Nets for 

visualizing system flow in Section 3. On quantitative work in 

Section 4, the mathematical analysis has been conducted in 

detail and also relevant system performance measures like the 

expected number of online servers, the expected number of 

spares, etc. have been derived. Following this, in Section 5, 

the finite-source model is further addressed in terms of profit 

function, which simulations are conducted as well for the fea-

sibility of the proposed scheme. Finally, some concluding 

remarks are made in Section 6. 

2 RELATED WORK 

The service level agreement (SLA) [8] is the promised per-

formance metrics regulated in the contract. The breakdown 

of operating servers would be experienced to be a crucial 

source of ruining the SLA. Hence, the backup policy on 

cloud logistics has emerged to be definitely indispensable 

for guaranteeing overall system performance in redundancy 

design of cloud platform. In [9], the combination of M/M/1 

and M/M/m in sequence was proposed to model the cloud 

platform. Their work showed that to provide good quality of 

service in terms of response time, the cloud experts have to 

determine where the system has a bottleneck and then im-

prove the corresponding parameter. On node failure in CC 

network, an algorithm was proposed to estimate the network 

performance under maintenance budget with nodes failure 

[10]. This work focused on the issue of maintenance reliabil-

ity under the maintenance budget and time constraints. 

However it does not address the issue how to optimal the 

profit by logistic policy while confronted with breakdowns 

of servers.  

Backup servers are effective for maintaining the high 

availability of cloud services against hardware failures and 

disasters. Hu et al. [11] proposed a backup sever sharing 

scheme in the Inter-cloud to reduce the cost of backup serv-

ers. Their numerical modeling was solely based upon the 

availability of computation without any of solid queuing 

materials. In the work of Chen et al. [12], the authors inves-

tigated and proposed a mobile cloud-based architecture for 

enrichment of existing logistics systems. Following the sys-

tem architecture is the main issues including customer inter-

action, distributed storage and computing, real-time tracking, 

logistics vehicle scheduling and mobile payment, etc. In the 

research of Li et al. [13], the authors investigated how to 

optimize the monetary cost of purchasing cloud VMs for the 

hybrid cloud computing paradigm. They specifically tailored 

a theoretical model based on Lyapunov Optimization 

framework according to the real-world challenges of this 

problem.  

Lee et al. [14] had developed a pricing model using pro-

cessor-sharing for clouds with the consideration of queuing 

delay to be a component of the processing time. In addition 

to developing a pricing model using processor-sharing for 

clouds, the authors presented algorithms for scheduling ser-

vice requests and prioritizing data access in the cloud with 

the main objective of maximizing profit. None of the above-

mentioned works addressed the issue on facing the scenario 

in case of failures of operating servers. It is noted that alt-

hough an M/G/m/(m+r) queuing system has been considered 

[15], the M/M/m queuing model is the only model that ac-

commodates an analytical and closed-form expression of the 

probability density function of the waiting time. None of 

backup scheme was presented in their work for profit con-

sideration.  

Virtualization technologies allow cloud datacenters to im-

prove resource utilization and energy efficiency.  Maliks et 

al. [21] compares three open source virtual machine based 

cloud management platforms: Eucalyptus, Open Nebula and 

Nimbus.  High-level Petri-Net was adopted for modeling 

and analyzing the system architecture and performance.  

Ghosh et al. [22] studies the component failure problem in a 

large Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) cloud using a scala-

ble, stochastic model-driven approach Stochastic Petri Net 

(SPN), which is an interacting Markov chain based approach 

to demonstrate the reduction in the complexity of analysis 

and the solution time.  Based on virtualization techniques, 

dynamic server consolidation through live migration is an 

efficient way towards energy conservation in Cloud data 

centers.  In general, server consolidation consists of three 

steps, estimation of instance resource demand, selection of 

released servers, and migration of instances on released 

servers.  Most of previous work used a fixed value as in-

stance resource demand profile [23].  Instead of server con-

solidation, Hsu et al. [24] present an energy-aware task con-

solidation (ETC) technique to minimize energy consumption 

in Cloud data center.  The main idea of the ETC is to restrict 

CPU use below a specified peak threshold by consolidating 

tasks amongst virtual clusters.  Similar to energy saving, 

Chiang et al. [25, 26] proposed power-saving methods for 

eliminating unnecessary idle power consumption in cloud 

systems.  To address the conflict issue between performanc-

es and power saving, a tradeoff between power consumption 

cost and system congestion cost is conducted. 

Motivated by the materials in [15], it compels us to ex-

pand the applicability into server backup scheme of cloud 

platform using queuing theory. Queuing theory has provided 

numerous applications on production systems, transportation 
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systems, telecommunication networks and other scientific or 

engineering fields for its solid mathematical frameworks. 

When an online server fails, it should be moved to the repair 

subsystem and replaced by a standby server immediately. 

The number of spares in the standby subsystem is a decision 

parameter specified in the concept of profit model for the 

logistic policy. This threshold could be used to optimize the 

expected profit function for the cloud provides under the 

constraint of maintaining the service level agreement with 

their cloud users. The standby subsystem equipped with 

larger amount of standby servers implies higher guarantee 

for the service level agreement in terms of higher availabil-

ity, but inevitably such approach would incur much more 

expenditure and the profit would be deteriorated according-

ly. Instead of choosing this threshold in a haphazard way, an 

optimal scheme based on the finite-source queuing theory 

was proposed as a decision support for the cloud enterprise.  

3 LOGISTIC FRAMEWORK AND PETRI NET DESIGN 

3.1 Logistic Support Architecture 

The proposed framework of logistics can be modeled as an 

M/M/1 finite source queue (FSQ) with spares which is also 

termed as machine repair problem [6] [7]. The jargon “finite 

source” in FSQ theory can be regarded as the finite quantity 

of online serves provided to guarantee service quality by 

cloud providers. On the FSQ model with spares (or called 

standby servers), a cluster of identical servers (online and 

standby) are maintained by a repairman in the repair facility. 

The logistic support architecture (LSA) is considered to 

have N = M + S identical servers and one repairman. As 

many as M of these servers can operate simultaneously in 

parallel, the rest of the S servers are regarded as spares. 

Whenever one of these servers fails, it is immediately re-

placed by a spare if any is available and the failed server is 

delivered to the repair facility as well. 
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• • •

Online Subsystem (M)

(failure rate = λ)

Standby Subsystem (S) 

(failure rate = α )
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• • •
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)
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Legend:
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servers fixed well in repair subsystem

spares servers in 

standby state 

[λ, α] = failure rate of servers in [online, standby] state

route A:  failed server in online subsystem is moved to repair subsystem

route B:  failed server in standby subsystem is moved to repair subsystem

route C:  good server in standby subsystem is moved to online subsystem

Case1: the system is short (# of operating servers < M)

Case2: the system is not short (# of operating servers ≥ M)

Fixed  

 

Fig. 1. Conceptual profile for the proposed LSA 

Without the loss of generality, it is assumed that each of 

online servers fails independently of the others with failure 

rate λ. It is reasonably assumed that when any spare moves 

into an online state, its failure characteristics will be that of 

an online server. We study the behavior of finite-source 

queuing model, in which the operational flow for logistic 

pattern on cloud server farm can be modeled as shown in 

Fig. 1. In Fig. 1, whenever an online server or a spare fails, 

it is immediately sent to the repair facility and repaired by 

the repairman with identical repair rate µ. These two flows 

for an online server and spare are depicted by two arrows 

marked with symbols λ and α respectively. If no spare is 

available when failure occurs, then the system is short. Once 

a server is repaired, it becomes a spare, unless the system is 

short, in which case the repaired server goes immediately 

into service. Their corresponding flows are depicted by two 

arrows with symbols: Case1 and Case2 respectively in Fig. 

1. 

 
3.2 Petri Net concepts 

Petri Nets (PNs) combine descriptive function and formal 

verification procedures with extensive possibilities for quan-

titative processing. They are a graphical mathematical mod-

eling tool application to many systems [16]. They are a 

promising tool for describing and studying information pro-

cessing systems that are characterized as being concurrent, 

asynchronous, distributed, parallel, nondeterministic, and/or 

stochastic. A PN is identified as a particular kind of bipartite 

directed graph populated by three types of objects. They are 

places, transitions, and directed arcs connecting places and 

transitions. A PN is a 5-tuple, PN ={P, T, I, O, M0} [17] 

where: 

P = {p1, p2, …, pm}  is a finite set of places, where m > 0; 
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T = {t1, t2, …,tn}   is a finite set of transitions with P∪T 

 and P∩T = , where n > 0;  

I: P × T  N is an input function that defines a set of di-

rected arcs from P to T,  

where N={0, 1, 2…}; 

O: T × P Nis an output function that defines a set of di-

rected arcs from T to P. 

M0: P N is the initial marking.  

 

In graphical representation, places are drawn as circles, 

transitions as bars or boxes. A transition t is enabled if each 

input place p of t contains at least the number of tokens 

equal to the weight of the directed arc connecting p to t. 

When an enabled transition fires, it removes the tokens from 

its input places and deposits them on its output places. PN 

models are suitable to represent the system that characterizes 

event-driving, choice, concurrency, conflict, and synchroni-

zation. In modeling, using the concept of conditions and 

events, places represent conditions, and transitions represent 

events. A transition (an event) has a certain number of input 

and output places representing the pre-conditions and post-

conditions of events, respectively. The behavior of many 

systems can be described in terms of system states and their 

changes. An event/condition PN model is developed for the 

system framework with the events causing the state transi-

tion for the propose approach. Other detailed properties, 

analysis and applications on PN can be found in [18]. 

 
3.3 Framework design using Petri Nets 

Based on the prior system view in Fig. 1, the PN-based 

framework of the proposed system is composed of three 

subsystems: Online subsystem, Standby subsystem and Re-

pairmen subsystem. The operational flow can be modeled 

using the command/response concept [19]. As shown in Fig. 

2, each step of operational pattern can be regarded as an 

action item with a start transition, progressive place, end 

transition and completed place. The movement of server 

from one subsystem to another can be triggered with the 

transition depicted with dark symbol. 

 

Command:

 start movement 

operation

Response:

end movement 

operation

completedin progression

Moving events controlled by 

the system administrator  

Fig. 2. Server movement behavior using the command/response 
concept 

To shed light on the adoption of the command/response 

concept, the PN-based repair subsystem is constituted and 

illustrated in Fig. 3, where the operational flow: t2→P2→t4

→P3 conveys the command/response concept to respond the 

event triggered by a server has failed in the online subsys-

tem. The place P3 implies the completion of server move-

ment and the server has entered the repair subsystem. 

 

t1

P0•

P2

P3

t2

t3

P4

P1

t5

t4

Server moving

 in progression

Response: 

end of server 

movement

Command: 

start server 

movement

Completed

 

Fig. 3. Scenario of server movement in PN-based repair subsystem 
using the command/response concept 

By adopting the command/response concept and imple-

menting the system description, the PN-based framework is 

illustrated in Fig. 4, which consists of 10 places and 11 tran-

sitions. The corresponding PN notations for states (places) 

and transitions (events) are defined in PN_Notation 1 and 

PN_Notation 2 respectively. The place P4 represents the 

depository of servers fixed ready by the repairmen for reuse, 

which two transitions t6 and t7 would be triggered to con-

duct the server movement operations to the online subsys-

tem and the standby subsystem respectively. 

t1

P0•

P2

P3

t2

t3

P4

Depository of 

reusable server

P1

t5

t4

t7

t9

t6

P5

P6

t8

P7

P2P8

P9

t11

t10

standby 

subsystem

online 

subsystem
 

Fig. 4. PN-based framework design on the proposed system 

PN_Notation_1 There are ten transitive states (places) on 

constituting the operational framework: 

P0: The system is available  

P1: Failed server moving to the repair facility from standby 

subsystem  

P2: Failed server moving to the repair facility from online 

subsystem  

P3: Servers in the repair facility for conducting repair opera-

tion  

P4: Depository of servers fixed ready for reuse again 

P5: Good server moving to the online subsystem  

P6: Good server moving to the standby subsystem  

P7: Server in the standby subsystem   

P8: Server in the online subsystem 

P9: Spare moving to the online subsystem.   

 

PN_Notation_2 Given the set of transitive states (places) 
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n

M λ (S n) α,     if n 0,1, ,S;                        

λ (M S n) λ,      if n S 1,S 2, ,  N=S+M;          (1)    

0 ,             Otherwise.                     

  


     



B={P0, P1, … ,P9}, we define the state transitions (events) 

during modeling proposed system: (Cmd: Command;  Re: 

Response) 

t1:Cmd: start moving the failed server in the standby subsys-

tem fails with failure rate  

t2: Cmd: start moving the failed server in the online subsys-

tem fails with failure rate α 

t3: Re: end moving to the repair subsystem    

t4: Re: end moving to the repair subsystem  

t5: Enabled when a failed server is fixed well with repair 

rate µ 

t6: Cmd: start moving a good server to the standby subsys-

tem when the number of servers in the online subsystem 

is more than M 

t7: Cmd: start moving a good server to the online subsystem 

when the number of servers in the online subsystem is 

less than M (i.e., the system is in short.) 

t8: Re: end moving to the standby subsystem    

t9: Re: end moving to the online subsystem  

t10: Cmd: start moving a spare to the online subsystem 

when the number of servers in the online subsystem is 

less than M 

t11: Re: end moving to the online subsystem.  

4 THEORETICAL MODEL ON LOGISTICS 

4.1 Mathematical background 

The profit-oriented model on the LSA is considered to have 

N = M + S identical servers and one repairman. As many as 

M of these servers are regulated to provide service require-

ments for cloud users on the scene, the rest of the S servers 

are regarded as standby servers. Let the states n, n = 0, 1, 

2,…, N (N = M + S), represent the number of failed servers 

in the system. The mean failure rate on the servers for 

M/M/1 MRP with spares is as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

Where the parameter vector: [λ, α] = [the failure rate of an 

operating server, the failure rate of a spare]. The mean repair 

rate by the repairman is given by µn = µ. To approach ana-

lytic steady-state results for the proposed model, we first 

construct the state-transition-rate diagram depicted in Fig. 5. 

The number inside the circle represents the number of failed 

servers in the system. Each circle in Fig. 5 shows the steady-

state probability scenario that may happen during service in 

the system. For each circle except the first one (n = 0) and 

the last one (n = N), there are four arrows marked with the 

corresponding values of state-transition rate. The quantity 

marked along each arrow implies either flow-in probability 

into that state or flow-out probability off that state. 

•  •  •

0

1

 Mλ+Sαµ

2

µ

S-1

S

µ

S+1

µ

S+2
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•  •  •

N-1

N

 Mλ

(1)

(2)

 λ

 (M-1)λ

 2λ

µ

µ

µ

 

Fig. 5. State-transition-rate diagram for the proposed model 

Let the notation: P(n) = the probability that there are n 

failed servers in the system where n=0,1, 2,.., N. Hence P(0) 

implies the probability that there are no server failed in the 

system. For steady-state case, the state probability functions 

P(n) can be obtained from the birth-and-death formula [7] in 

association with the state-transition-rate shown in Fig. 5. We 

define notations θλ = λ/µ and θα = α/µ for the derivation 

based on the expression (1). According to the value n (num-

ber of failed servers) may happen, two segments are defined 

by the vector: [Segment 1, Segment 2] = [1 ≤ n ≤ S, (S+1) ≤ 

n ≤ N]. Based on the derivation process described in the 

Appendix, the state probability functions P(n) can be derived 

in terms of two segments as follows: 

 

Segment 1: 1 ≤ n ≤ S             

P(n) = 0 1 2 n 1

1 2 3 n

P(0)   

   
 

= 

n 1

j 0

 [M (S j) ]P(0) 





                                          (2) 

 

Segment 2: (S+1) ≤ n ≤ N, (N=M+S)   

P(n) = 0 1 2 n 1

1 2 3 n

P(0)   

   
 

=

n S
S 1

j 0
M!

P(0)

 [M (S j) ]

(N n)! 



  




    




                     (3) 

 

Equations (2) and (3) are the closed-forms for the state 

probability functions P(n) in terms of two segments in which 

the number of failed servers may happen. To obtain P(0), we 

substitute (2) and (3) in normalizing equation: P(n) =1
n=0

N

å , 

and general solutions for P(n) can be obtained for all n N.     
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4.2 System Characteristics 

Mathematical expectations are crucial for the long-run theo-

retical average values of relevant parameters in the system. 

To formulate the expressions regarding system performance 

metrics, it is necessary to construct mean-related functions 

such as expected number of failed/operating servers, ex-

pected number of spares in the system. Machine availability 

(MA) refers to the probability that a system is found to be in 

the running state at any point in time [20]. In cloud envi-

ronment, this availability metric can be also regarded as a 

measure of performance committed to the cloud customers, 

and of a yardstick for quantitatively comparing the effec-

tiveness of the fault-tolerance methods. We define the fol-

lowing system characteristics for the proposed model. Let 

 

E[O] = the expected number of online servers in the system,   

E[S] = the expected number of standby servers in the system, 

E[B] = the expected fraction time of busy repairmen in the system, 

E[I] = the expected fraction time of idle repairmen in the system, 

Mn = the number of operating servers with n failed servers,   

Sn = the number of spare servers with n failed servers,   

MA = the machine availability of the system 

 

Let n be the number of failed servers, and the range of n for 

two segments the values of [Mn, Sn] can be given for two 

cases as follows:  

Segment 1: 1 ≤ n < S, [Mn, Sn] = [M, (S-n)] 

Segment 2: S ≤ n < N, [Mn, Sn] = [(N-n), 0] 

 

With the data above, relevant expected values of decisive 

parameters including E[O], E[S], E[B] and E[I] can derived 

mathematically and expressed as equations (4), (5), (6) and 

(7) respectively. 

E(O) = M
n
P(n)

n=0

N

å
 

= M
n
P(n)+ M

n
P(n)

n=S+1

N

å
n=0

S

å
 

= M × P(n)
n=0

S

å + (N - n)P(n)
n=S+1

N

å  

= M × P(n)
n=0

S

å + M × P(n)
n=S+1

N

å + (S- n)P(n)
n=S+1

N

å
 

= M - (n -S)P(n)
n=S+1

N

å (4) 

 

E(S) = S
n
P(n) = S

n
P(n)

n=0

S

å + S
n
P(n)

n=S+1

N

å
n=0

N

å  

= S
n
P(n)

n=0

S

å  

= (S- n)P(n)
n=0

S

å (5) 

 

E[I] = P(0)](6) 

 

E[B] = 1 – E[I] = 1–P(0)(7) 

MA =
N - E[N]

N
= 1-

n × P(n)

Nn=1

N
å                (8) 

 

Based on the proposed model and equations, performance 

metrics are developed. The metrics include multifarious ex-

pected length of system parameters, and their relationships 

with the system. These performance metrics are needed for 

built up the evaluation function like the expected profit func-

tion for the proposed system. 

 
4.3 An Illustrative Example on Mathematical 

Details 

 

To perceive state probabilities and system metrics, a simple 

example is given to show the research issue of this article. 

For illustrative purpose, it is assumed that there are 5 online 

servers in online subsystem and 2 standby servers in standby 

subsystem respectively. There is a repair engineer with re-

pair equipments for fixing the failed server in the repair sub-

system. The repair time for the repair engineer is exponen-

tially distributed with a mean of 2 days. When an online 

server is fixed, the time until the next breakdown is expo-

nentially distributed with an average of 10 days. The failure 

rate of spares (α) in the standby subsystem is assumed to be 

λ/2 for warm-standby need. 

 

In the mathematical language of M/M/1 MRP with spares, 

relevant parameters are given as follow: 

 

M = 5, S = 2, = 1/10 (failure rate), μ = 1/2 (repair rate), α = 

1/20, we have θλ = λ/µ = 1/5 and θα = α/µ = 1/10. Based on 

expression (1), it yields 

 

(i) n = 5 + (2 – n) α , when n = 0, 1, 2 

(ii) n = (7 – n), when n = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 

 

The state probability functions P(n) can be computed ac-

cording to expressions (2) and (3) separately as follows: 

 

Expression (2): 1 ≤ n ≤ 2,  

P(n) = Õ
j = 0

n -1

 [Mq
l
+ (S- j)q

a
]P(0) = P(0) × Õ

j = 0

n -1

 (
12- j

10
)  

P(1) = (
12

10
) × P(0)= 1.2 P(0) ;  

P(2) = Õ
j = 0

n -1

 (
12- j

10
) × P(0)= (

132

100
) × P(0)= 1.32 P(0) 

 

Expression (3): 3 ≤ n ≤ 7,    

 

P(n) =

M!×Õ
j = 0

S-1

 [Mq
l
+(S- j)q

a
]×q

l

n-S

(N-n)! 
P(0)

 

=

5!×(
1

5
)

n-2 ×Õ
j = 0

1

 (
12 - j

10
)

(7-n)! 
× P(0)

 

=
5!×(

1

5
)

n-2
×(1.32)

(7-n)! 
× P(0)  
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P(3) =
5!×(

1

5
)×(1.32)

4! 
× P(0)= 1.32 P(0) ;   

P(4) =
5!×(

1

5
)

2
×(1.32)

3! 
× P(0)= 1.06 P(0) 

The values for five state probability functions in Segment 2 

can be computed in a similar way. The whole seven state 

probability values in Segments 1 and 2 are collected as fol-

lows:  

 

[P(1), P(2), P(3), P(4), P(5), P(6), P(7)] =  

[1.2, 1.32, 1.32, 1.06, 0.63, 0.25, 0.05] ×P(0).  

To obtain P(0), by the normalizing equation: P(n) =1
n=0

N

å 

P(n)

n=0

7

å = (7.56) P(0) = 1 ∴P(0) = 0.146 # 

From equations (4) ~ (8), system characteristics are calculat-

ed as follows: 

E[O] = M - (n -S)P(n)
n=S+1

N

å
 

= 5 – (n - 2)P(n)
n=3

7

å
 

=5 – [P(3)+2P(4)+3P(5)+4P(6)+5P(7)] 

     = 5 – (1.32+2.12+1.89+1.0+0.25) 

P(0) = 5 – (6.58×0.146)= 4.04   

E[S] = (S- n)P(n)
n=0

S

å
 

= (2- n)P(n)
n=0

2

å
 

= 2P(0) + P(1) = (3.2)×0.146= 0.467  

E[I] = P(0) = 0.146;  

E[B] = 1 – E[I] = 0.854  

Machine Availability (MA) =
N E[N]

N


= 1-

nP(n)

n=1

N

å

N
=

1-
17.04

7
× P(0)= 0.64  

 

 

Fig. 6. Steady-state probabilities patterns with parameters [N, M, S] 
= [7,5,2]. 

The distribution of steady-state probabilities is depicted in 

Fig. 6. The relevant system performance measures, like 

E[O], E[S], and E[B], etc., are shown on the left-bottom side 

in Fig. 6 for gaining the whole picture concisely as well. On 

the average, the numbers of operating servers in online sub-

system, the number of spares in standby subsystem and the 

MA metric are 4.04 (rating: 5), 0.467 (rating: 2) and 64% 

respectively.  

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND DESIGN 

SUPPORT 

5.1 Evaluation Formulation for Profit 

Like all business, the profit pattern of a cloud platform is 

based on two components, namely, the income and the cost. 

The profit (also called the net business gain) is the income 

minus the cost. To optimize the profit, we develop a steady-

state expected profit function per unit time, in which S is the 

decision parameter. It is reasonably assumed that part of 

repair facilities, like air conditioning, equipment and factory 

power, would be shutdown or closed if there is no failed 

server in it. In other words, the operating cost for repair fa-

cility in idle state would be much lower than that in busy 

state. Hence, let the parameters CB and CI be the cost per 

unit times of the repairman in busy state and idle state re-

spectively. Also, let the parameter CR be the revenue per unit 

time of one server in operation. To formulate the profit func-

tion, some cost/revenue parameters are defined in the fol-

lowing vector form as follows: 

CR = revenue per unit time of one online server in 

operation state. 

[CO,CS] = cost per unit time of one server in [online, 

standby] subsystem. 

[CB,CI] = cost per unit time when the repairman is [busy, 

idle] in repair subsystem,       

Using the definitions of each cost/revenue element with its 

corresponding feature, the net profit function PF(S) can be 

developed in association with system metrics: E[O], E[S], 

E[I] and E[B] of which are given in equations (4), (5), (6) 

and (7) respectively. It is noted that the steady-state proba-

bilities for two segments are given in expressions (2) and 

(3).  

PF(S) = (CR– CO) E[O] – CS E[S]– CI E[I]– CB E[B] 

= (CR– CO) [ M - (n -S)P(n)
n=S+1

N

å ] – 

CS (S- n)P(n)
n=0

S

å – CI P(0) – CB [1 – P(0)]     (9) 

The state probability functions P(n) for two segments are 

given in expressions (2) and (3), which are quite complex 

for the control parameter S. Examining equations (2) and 

(3), it is found that the parameter S occurs not only at the 

location of in-line but also of superscript of production sym-

bol Π. Also the decision variable S occurs in the subscript 

and superscript of equation (9), which makes PF(S) a highly 

nonlinear and complex function. Instead, some numerical 

examples arepresented and intensively studied by applying 

the proposedmodels. 
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5.2 Profit Optimization with Various Warm-
standbys 

There are three types of standby servers configured in terms 

of failure rates and energy budget states. A standby server is 

called “hot-standby” if its failure rate and the energy budget 

are the same as those of an online server respectively. A 

standby server is called “warm-standby” when the failure 

rate is non-zero and less than that of an online server. A 

“cold-standby” is named if the spare is powered off and its 

failure rate is zero. On the failure rate and power cost, the 

spare in hot-standby state and in cold-standby incur the 

highest and the lowest metrics respectively while the run-

ning cost of warm-standby server lies between them.   

Three types of standby subsystem are taken into consid-

eration in the evaluation process for the proposed model. 

This is designed for administrator to gain the balance be-

tween management economics and response service quality. 

For example, keeping the spares in the state of hot-standby 

would undoubtedly respond the sudden breakdowns of any 

server in operation with minimum latency for their users, but 

however the management cost (including electric power cost 

and failure rate) would be much higher than other types of 

spares. 

For providing decision support on making provision for 

cloud logistics, we study the effect of varying the kernel 

parameter (S) while keeping others constant. Three levels of 

warm-standby configuration are explored in terms of failure 

rate of spares (α) = λ/2, λ/3 and λ/4, which the parame-

ter (λ) is the failure rate of online server. All simulations 

are performed with MATLAB tool package with customized 

MATLAB codes. System parameters for the amount of 

online servers and spares are assumed to be [M, S] = [100, 

20]. Let the system’s parameters be configured in terms of 

vector forms as follows: 

(a) Averagefailure rate of an online server () = 0.1,    

(b) Average repair rate of a repairman (µ) = 10,    

(c) Cost/revenue elements: [CR, CO, CS, CB, CI] = [1.5, 0.3, 

0.1, 100, 50] of which is charged by a specified time 

unit.  

 

Since contour plots may provide the graphical representation 

of the optimization problem, and also may possess a power-

ful visualization that permits the solutions of the optimiza-

tion problem by inspection. To validate the analytical 

materials, we have the graphical results composing three 

contours as shown in Fig. 7. Each data point in each contour 

is the profit value for its corresponding number of standby 

servers. The curve marked as α = /2 (black box line) repre-

sents the profit patterns for the lowest warm-standby level 

among three configurations, whose the optimal value of 

profit approaches 16.51while if the amount of spares is set to 

be at S* = 15. For other two contours marked as α = /3 (red 

circle line)and α = /2 (blue triangle line),their correspond-

ing optimal profit values reach 16.35 and 16.104 at S* = 13 

an S* = 11, respectively.  

As the level of warm-standby is decreasedlittle by little, the 

exemplified profit value goes higher gradually as revealed in 

Fig. 7. Logically, the failure rate and power cost would be 

incurred worse as the level of warm-standby servers in the 

standby subsystem has been tuned higher, and then it would 

deteriorate the value of optimal profit accordingly. In Fig. 7, 

such an improvement profile on profit metric by an amount 

of about twenty percentage of profit without logistic policy 

reveals the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed LSA 

model.  

 

 

Fig. 7. Optimal profit patterns in three levels of warm-standby config-
uration 

5.3 Sensitivity Analysis on Failure Rate 

Cost-down approach in business would inevitably incur the 

risk on the quality-down on the horns of a dilemma more or 

less. The adoption of budget-saving servers with declining 

failure rate () would drives the cost-down apparently. To 

show the varying tendency on profit on kernel parameter (), 

only the failure rate of server is varied each time while keep-

ing others constant. Other system parameters are the same as 

those in Subsection 5.2 with warm-standby level α = /2.    

Observing on variation profile for curves in Fig. 8, it ap-

pears that the smaller the failure rate () is tuned, the larger 

the profit PF(S) would go. Logically, tuning the failure rate 

() smaller would elongate the lifetime of servers, and make 

parameter E[O] larger, which is a positive term in profit 

function PF(S) of expression (9) with PF(S) = (CR– CO) E[O] 

– CS E[S]– CI E[I]– CB E[B]. Meanwhile, the repairman 

loading in repair subsystem would be alleviated due to high-

er quality servers and then the parameter E[B] becomes 

smaller, which a negative term in (9), which can have posi-

tive contribution on PF(S). Although other two parameters 

E[S] and E[I] become larger with having negative impact on 

PF(S) , their cost rates CS and CI, are much smaller than 

those of their counterparts E[O] and E[B] with (CR– CO) and 

CB. Taken together, the profit function PF(S) goes larger as 

the failure rate () is tuned to be smaller, which embodies 

the variation profile in Fig. 8. The detailed simulated data 

constructing Fig. 8 are listed in Table 1 with data values of 

even-numbered spares (S).       
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Fig. 8. Impact of tuning failure rate on profit profile      

 

Table 1. Data values showing impact of tuning failue rate on profit 

S  = 0.090  = 0.095  = 0.10  = 0.105  = 0.110 

2 22.18967 18.86465 15.32343 11.56854 7.647206 

4 22.57267 19.27376 15.71133 11.89111 7.879463 

6 22.70744 19.47851 15.9399 12.09504 8.02809 

8 22.67785 19.54409 16.0589 12.21765 8.120393 

10 22.53772 19.51409 16.10258 12.28495 8.17526 

12 22.32291 19.4188 16.09529 12.31541 8.205803 

14 22.05811 19.27993 16.05469 12.32221 8.221062 

16 21.76085 19.11344 15.99375 12.31473 8.227163 

18 21.44391 18.93132 15.92206 12.29957 8.228151 

20 21.11688 18.7427 15.84662 12.28118 8.22659 

 

5.4 Issues on Profit with Constraints on 
Availability 

In the cloud business, the profits gained by cloud enterprises 

and the performance given for cloud customers are the both 

ends of a seesaw. In cloud environment, the machine availa-

bility (MA) can be also regarded as a measure of perfor-

mance committed to the cloud customers, and of a yardstick 

for comparing the effectiveness of the fault-tolerance meth-

ods in a quantitative manner. Practically, it is reasonable for 

cloud providers to guarantee target level on the system 

availability when they want attract potential cloud custom-

ers. How to approach the balance point between the profits 

and the performance metrics on the cloud logistics? The 

proposed system would like to explore the issue on decision 

support for optimal profit under the constraint of availability 

metric with some target level.  

In Fig. 9 with the double-Y axis, the left Y-axis and the 

right Y-axis are set to be the profit values and the machine 

availability (MA) respectively. On the right Y-axis, the 

dash-curve marked with blue star represents availability pat-

terns in variation with the numbers of spares (S). For the 

target level (for example, taking MA=90%) as a commit-

ment to cloud customers, the simulation results in Fig. 9 

provide an exemplified decision reference on deploying the 

amount of standby servers in standby subsystem in the pro-

posed framework. Observing the solid-line contour marked 

with black boxes (i. e., the leftY-axis), the optimal profit 

value PF = 16.104 occurs at S*= 11. However, the corre-

sponding availability metric (MA =88.34 %) is smaller than 

the target level (MA = 90%). 

How many standby servers are needed to meet the con-

straint on availability metric MA = 90%? Observing the 

blue-star contour with the right Y-axis in Fig. 9, it is found 

that the availability metric can be achieved by MA = 90.34% 

at S = 6 (pointed by the left-side upward arrow) at the nega-

tive impact of profit values PF(S=6) = 15.94 lower than 

PF(S=11) = 16.104. The detailed simulated data constructing 

Fig. 9 are listed in Table 2. From this exemplified data anal-

ysis, the proposed LSA can provide a quantitative decision 

support on the tradeoff study between the availability metric 

and the amount of spares in the standby subsystem.   

 

Fig. 9. Issues on Profit with Constraints on Machine Availability 

Table 2 Detailed data on profit values and the corresponding MAs 

S 

Profit 

Values 

(PF) 

Machine 

Availability 

(MA) 

S 
Profit Val-

ues (PF) 

Machine 

Availability 

(MA) 

1 15.04764 0.9211 11 16.10408 0.8834 

2 15.32343 0.9178 12 16.09529 0.8791 

3 15.54124 0.9143 13 16.07825 0.8747 

4 15.71133 0.9108 14 16.05469 0.8702 

5 15.84197 0.9072 15 16.02609 0.8657 

6 15.9399 0.9034 16 15.99375 0.8601 

7 16.01067 0.8996 17 15.95876 0.8563 

8 16.0589 0.8957 18 15.92206 0.8515 

9 16.08845 0.8917 19 15.88446 0.8466 

10 16.10258 0.8876 20 15.84662 0.8417 

 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

The competition among enterprises may d rive prices 
downward, but at what cost and profits? Logistic econ o-
my of cloud server farm emerges to be an important a s-
pect of cloud computing which is of crucial interest for 
cloud providers to gain the profit of running the business. 
Since the inevitable breakdown of servers in operation 
would  definitely incur the reduction of profit for cloud 
providers, proper backup policy should  be adopted  for 
alleviating the penalty. On the proposed logistic system, 
the decision on the amount of standby servers has been 
studied  comprehensively using the queuing model. The 
goal of this research is to provide an effective decision 
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support for cloud logistics to get around the haphazard  
selection on spares quantities. To this aim, an optimiza-
tion framework for decision support has been proposed 
using finite-source queuing theory. 

From the qualitative aspect, an operational framework 

has been designed and visualized with Petri Net design. An 

analytical model in closed-form for the steady-state proba-

bility patterns has also been established in terms of both 

system measures and the expression for the profit evaluation 

of the cloud platform. Quantitatively, the proposed LSA 

approach are used for independent parameters for exploring 

the optimal profit under kernel system parameters like aver-

age numbers of online/standby servers, failure rate of serv-

ers, and repair rate, etc. We have further conducted simula-

tion experiments to validate our model on the issues regard-

ing the levels of standbys, failure rate of servers and availa-

bility metric. Numerical and simulated results showed that 

the optimal profit value can be approached for the decision 

support on deploying the amount of standby servers in 

standby subsystem. Such an optimizing profile reveals that 

the proposed LSA would be a feasible and cost-effective 

approach in cloud logistics.   
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